LITTLE HADHAM PRIMARY SCHOOL – ‘Believing and Achieving’
AUTUMN TERM 2019 - MEDIUM TERM TOPIC PLAN – MAPLE CLASS

SCIENCE
Teeth types; Tooth decay
and hygiene; The
digestive system; Working
scientifically

HISTORY/GEOGRAPHY

ART / D&T

The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain.

Drawing; Mosaic; Jewellery

Comparing Britain and Italy; Using maps; Locational knowledge; Human and physical
geography.

Shields and helmets; Roman
food; Roman designs

PSHE
Healthy bodies
R.E.
I am Warrior!
Christianity and Judaism
Rules for living
Light as a symbol in some
religious celebrations

MUSIC
To explore rhythm and
pulse in cyclic patterns

P.E.
Competitive games

I am strong, brave and powerful. Meet me in battle. Draw your
sword, wield your axe and challenge me if you dare! Invade and
attack, Romans versus the Celts, the fight is on. Discover warring
Britain: meet Claudius, Boudicca and Julius Caesar, and find out what
the Romans did for us. Get ready for Gladiator School and learn
alongside Spartacus and Spiculus: brave fighters of the Roman Colosseum. When all that
battling makes you hungry, relax, lie back and feast yourself on dormice and grapes, or
perhaps a roasted swan sprinkled with nuts?
INTERNATIONAL PROJECTS - PSHE/S.E.A.L FOCUS:
Recognising achievements
Children have access to different projects and they will work on sharing their learning and ideas
in ‘Twinspace’, collaboratively working with other classes and schools on British Values, kindness,
happiness and wellbeing! Projects will be about helping students understand that we can achieve
more by working together and believing in ourselves, helping pupils find happiness and sharing it
with others. Projects will focus on ourselves, well-being, friendships and relationships.
NOTES:

Computing
In Computing children will learn
new skills on presenting
information using the Microsoft
packages (Word, PPT) and they
will apply the skills taught in
other subjects. The children will
use the Internet to research
information and present their
findings using Microsoft
PowerPoint.
FRENCH
To understand and use set
phrases to talk about myself and
family members.

